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ALPHANET VERSION 2.3 RELEASE NOTES

This document discusses the differences between AlphaNET versions 2.2A and 2.3, and AlphaNET 2.2B
and AlphaNET 2.3.

AlphaNET 2.2B was an interim release available only with AM-4000 computers. Because some
customers will be upgrading from AlphaNET 2.2A, and some will be upgrading from AlphaNET 2.2B,
the section “New Features for AlphaNET 2.3” includes “If You Are Upgrading from AlphaNET 2.2A.”

In addition to these release notes, additional documentation gives installation, programming, and
operation information for AlphaNET:

· AlphaNET User’s Manual, DSO-00063-00, revision 02 or later.

· AlphaNET Installation Guide, DSO-00064-00, revision 02 or later.

· AlphaNET Programmer’s Guide, DSO-00065-00, revision 02 or later.

CHANGE IN PC SUPPORT SOFTWARE

A major difference for AlphaNET 2.3 you should be aware of is: the PC support software formerly
included (PC Gateway and the WD.DVR) are now separate products, and no longer part of AlphaNET.
For information on those separate products, refer to the following documents:

· Installing PC Gateway 3.0 in an AlphaNET Network, DSS-10499-00

· AlphaNET/PC 3.1 Release Notes and Installation, DSS-10498-00

· AM-341/342 Ethernet PC Controllers Installation Instructions, PDI-00341-00, revision A06 or
later.

COMPATIBILITY

AlphaNET 2.3 consists of a number of programs that must be installed at the same time. All computers
on your network should be updated to AlphaNET 2.3, although AlphaNET 2.3 can coexist in the short
term with AlphaNET 2.2A or AlphaNET 2.2B.

The following communications products require AlphaNET 2.3: AlphaLAN 5.0 for Windows (when
used in Ethernet networks), AlphaNET/PC 3.1, and PC Gateway 3.0.

AlphaNET 2.3 is compatible with AMOS versions 1.4 and 2.2 or later.

If you are installing AlphaNET 2.3 on a computer using AMOS 2.X: If the file FILLOK.RPC[7,34]
exists on DSK0: on the computer, it must be version 1.0(106) or later, or the correction to random file
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handling discussed in “New Features for AlphaNET 2.3” will not be enabled. If you do not have this
version of FILLOK, obtain patch #SP1492 from your dealer or  the AMTEC+ electronic bulletin board.

INSTALLATION

For detailed installation information, see the AlphaNET Installation Guide. Before installing AlphaNET
2.3, check that compatible versions of AMOS and AlphaNET (if upgrading from a previous AlphaNET
version) are installed on the network computers, as discussed under “Compatibility,” above.

After logging into DSK0:[1,2], use the appropriate command to download AlphaNET to the computer.
You may choose to download the software from Alpha Micro’s software distribution CD-ROM disk
(AlphaCD) or from some type of magnetic tape media. To download the software from AlphaCD, use
commands similar to these:

LOG OPR: [RETURN]
COPY = ACDn:*.*[] [RETURN]

where n is the CD-ROM logical device containing AlphaNET 2.3. (The booklet contained in the
AlphaCD case contains information on using the CD-ROM disc on an Alpha Micro computer.) If you are
downloading from magnetic tape, use commands similar to these:

LOG OPR: [RETURN]
MTURES *.*[] = ALL:*.*[] [RETURN]

After copying all files onto the hard disk, use this command (still logged into OPR:) to verify all files
copied correctly:

VERIFY NET.DIR [RETURN]

Installing the Product Installation Code

After copying the AlphaNET software onto the computer, you must code that software to run on your
specific computer. To do so, execute the NETINI program from AMOS command level. The first you do
this you will be prompted for a Product Installation Code (PIC).

The PIC is a unique identifier for your computer that should be obtained from your dealer. (For
customers upgrading to AlphaNET 2.3: The PIC used for AlphaNET 2.3 is the same as the one used for
AlphaNET 2.2A and 2.2B.)
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WARNING:
Once you enter the PIC, the product overlay file is forever modified and will not accept a
new PIC. This can be a problem if you enter the PIC incorrectly. To safeguard yourself,
make a copy of the AlphaNET overlay file before you enter the PIC. Type:

COPY ANT000.SAV = ANT000.OVR [RETURN]

Type the PIC carefully, verifying you have entered it exactly as given, and press RETURN. After a brief
pause, you will be returned to AMOS and you can proceed with the remainder of the installation. If you
see the message ?Improper SSD, you must restore the PIC overlay before trying to re-install
AlphaNET:

COPY ANT000.OVR = ANT000.SAV [RETURN]

Reboot the computer. Now re-install the AlphaNET PIC. If you still receive the error message, check
with your dealer to make sure you have the correct PIC. You must successfully complete this portion of
the AlphaNET installation before proceeding.

NEW FEATURES FOR ALPHANET 2.3

AlphaNET 2.3 provides significant performance improvements, primarily through reducing the amount
and frequency of network control messages.

Several minor problems have been fixed.. A major problem fixed in both Ethernet and serial link
versions of AlphaNET was that in the previous version of AlphaNET, an AlphaBASIC application would
open a RANDOM file on a remote computer, apparently successfully write to the file, and then close the
file. However, the file was actually not updated. This problem has been fixed, but requires the proper
version of FILLOK.RPC (discussed in “Compatibility,” above).

New features in AlphaNET 2.3 that were not present in AlphaNET 2.2B are:

Features for Ethernet Networking

· AlphaNET 2.3 includes support for Type 2 connections for PCs connecting to an AMOS 2.X host
when using PC Gateway 3.0.

· Error conditions (e.g., no Ethernet cable is plugged into a MAU) are better tolerated and handled
more gracefully .

· When SET LINK is used to bring up a node, the node sends an “I’m up” message to all other
nodes and completes a list of nodes present on the network.

· Right before a node is shutdown by SET NOLINK or MONTST, it sends an “I’m going off the
network” message to other nodes, letting the other nodes know much sooner than before that the
computer is not available. This reduces lengthy time outs waiting for a remote not

responding message.
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Features for Serial Networking

· Error conditions (e.g., noise on the serial link or data corruption caused by heavy data traffic
between two systems) are better tolerated and handled more gracefully .

· When SET LINK is used to bring up a node, the node sends an “I’m up” message to all other
nodes and completes a list of nodes present on the network.

· Right before a node is shut down by SET NOLINK, it sends an “I’m going off the network”
message to other nodes, letting the other nodes know much sooner than before that the computer
is not available. This reduces lengthy time outs waiting for a remote not responding

message. (Note that with serial networking, unlike with Ethernet, this message does not get sent
before a MONTST is performed.)

If You Are Upgrading from AlphaNET 2.2A

If you are upgrading from AlphaNET 2.2A, the information in “New Features for AlphaNET 2.3,”
above, also applies to you. In addition, the following features in AlphaNET 2.3 were introduced in
AlphaNET 2.2B:

· The major feature of AlphaNET 2.2B was support for the Alpha Micro AM-4000 computer via
the new network device driver AM190.NDV.

· AlphaNET 2.2B also included some new control features that make running non-AlphaNET
protocols like TCP/IP easier, as well as some enhancements to the virtual terminal connection
software.

· To improve performance for computers not running the AlphaNET protocol, AlphaNET 2.2B
supported two new commands:

SET NDV cpuid

SET NONDV cpuid

These commands are used to suppress network “keep alive” messages that are not used by non-
AlphaNET protocols, thus reducing network overhead. Note that these commands are available
only with SET.LIT version 1.2(149) and later (SPN 1447).

· To prevent spurious node not responding messages when using CONECT during times
of high activity on the host, the virtual terminal connection software was improved to wait for the
host to acknowledge the CONECT request.

· The new DISC command was added to AlphaNET 2.2B. When DISC is added as the last line in a
command file, when AMOS finishes processing the command file on a remote computer, it will
automatically disconnect your virtual terminal connection.

UNDOCUMENTED OPERATIONAL NOTES

The following operational notes have not yet been included in the AlphaNET manuals:

·· Type 2 Connections. When you make a virtual terminal connection using Ethernet to a host
computer running AlphaNET 2.2 or later and AMOS 2.2 or later, the following message will be
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displayed: Virtual Terminal Connection Type 2. Virtual terminal connections made
with earlier versions of AlphaNET or AMOS, or using network devices other than Ethernet will
display: Virtual Terminal Connection Type 1. A Type 2 connection includes the
enhanced connection features discussed in the AlphaNET User’s Guide. When you use the
NTSTAT command with the /J switch, one of the columns in the resulting display indicates what
types of virtual terminal connections are active on your computer, Type 1 or Type 2.

·· MULTI and Virtual Terminal Connections. After you use CONECT to make a virtual terminal
connection to a remote computer, you can execute a large number of programs, including
MULTI. However, once you enter MULTI on a remote computer, the virtual terminal program
will not operate properly if you attempt to CONECT to a third computer. CONECT will allow
you to make the third connection, but when you disconnect, you will end up at your local
computer instead of the remote computer where you were running MULTI. You should avoid
doing this, because the spawned job on the remote computer running MULTI will remain open
and can only be terminated by rebooting the computer.

·· AM-362 Ethernet Paddle Card. The AM362.NDV driver is used on all computers (including
the AM-3000M) that support AM-362 paddle cards with one exception—if you have an AM-
2000M computer with a 33MHz AM-145 CPU board, revision C00 or later, the correct driver to
use is called AM362.2KM. Also, the AM-362 is not supported on the AM-4000 computer. See
the AM-362 Ethernet Controller Board Installation Instructions for more information.


